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1 ABSTRACT .. 
. ·, 
The attempt to simplify A. M. ·Turing's ·theoretical 
~ .ap roach to computabl~ functions has lead to the advarice-I 
- - . . ment of·. -m~ny 
I 
.· 
theories, some of which seem inequtvalent to 
~·· ithe o:tig(na 1 Turing ideag This thesis approaches the 
·~rbblem of equivalen~e by. establishing.the existence of I ·- I .. -
~~an~latibn tables between machinesg Five dirferent in-
: terpr,eta_tions are judg_ed against the original Turing con-\: 
# 
cep.ft:.·S ... an·d t:he_ir equivalence . proveno Turing's· original· 
d·:efinition in quintuple form and ·Davis' modification in ' 
quadrupl~ form are both simplified in terms of functions. 
'Reference ·is. made to the theories of Shannon an internal \ 
states and symbols. Minsky's theo~y of a non-writing 
·: 
. 
machine·and Wang's formulation of a non-erasing mp.chine 
' 
' 
are both set -forth. Finally, a _universal Turing machine, 
~ theoriz~d bj Turing himself, is discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
.. 
' 
A pr·irnary task of mathema"t:ics is that of -determining 
t!:1€ •ex{s'.t,ence of algorithms or 
€ffective computational ... 
'· 
:;,~·proced-ures fo_r solving. va.rious problems. The answers, . . .,, . I . . , ,,' . 
· .. ;:t:o the·se_: problems would be reached through. a set of -in--~ . . .. ~ .. 
. . -~ . ,, ··/ . . 
·
4 struc_tions, which would be mechanical procedures o. In 
. p~incip·le, it is always possible to 6,onstruct a machine ,. 
t.O carry '.OUt these instructions o It is in the task of 
determining if the Entscheidungsproblem had a solution 
that A.M. Turing ·defined a class of computing machines 
' which are now known as Turing machines .. His computing 
machines· were general-purpose machines in.that they 
t . 
could· per·form any computation whatever 0 
A physi6ally realizable machine can not be, tr~l~_ 
general-pur~6se with respect to the premise that all 
theoretically solvable computation problems can ~e sol-
ved by the ·machineo In this case., the storage unit is 
tn~cessarily finitec However, .in Turing's formuJ,..ation 
I 
\ he.li.a<l an infinite or indefi11itely expanaa:01,e tape stor-
1.. 
a.ge :unite ·A theoretical importance of these \\computing 
' 
0 
• \ 
·machines is: .that with their' unlimited tape memi>;ry,, one 
\, :can_ perform cqmputations beyond the· capacity of f\~nit·e-
\ 
\ 
·state machines e 
2 
., 
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l. 
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. . The computing machines designed by Turing.-were·made 
• 
• . At ll.p· of .a reading and writing head, a control element, and -
· ,~11 infintei tape. An.Y -symbol from: a finite alphabet can 
be printed on this tape which is divided into a sequence 
~ o.f ··squares. · - In addition, at· a~y given time the reading·. 
:head can. scan one and· only one square of the tapeo It 
. 
~ ca.rt r·ead the symbol prin_ted there, and· print a new symb.ol - . 
" a ..nd move to the left or right,, depending upon the di-
rettions from the contiol ~le~ent. This element is a de-. 
·vice with a· finite number of internal states o The ··next 
opera'tion of. the .machine is determined,' moment by moment, 
by the current state of the control .element, together 
with the~content of the squar~ unde~ scan. In actual I 
ope~atio~, some finite portion of the· tape· is prepared 
with a starting sequence of symbols, and the remainder of 
the tape is left _blank. The machine proceeds to compute 
l .in· accordance with its rules of oper_ation, the _reading 
~; h~ad \being placed at a particular ~tarting square~ 
r. Turing's theory o'f computing machines has not in-
f.luenced the actual construction of digi_tal computers. 
' 
Thege twoiaspects of theory and practice have been devel-
oped almost entirely independently of each othero As one i 
', Studies the notion of a Turing machine, he is convinced 
. e •• 
that they can dtj a.great many more things- than finite ! 
., 
I 
·, 
;. 
: ! 
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. ·\ 
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/ { 
. ~. 
j 
. ' . 
. <, 
stcjtte machines. However the use of a Turing machine 
sttucture has nevei been considered for pract~cal compu-i i ' 
tati.on because of the inherent ine.fficiency b·f the· ma·-1 1 
d 
. 
d 
•
1 ch~ne to iepeatedly pass over long blocks of tap~in or-I I I . 
0 
I de~ to perform the most elementary operationso A Turing 
• I 
I fma:~hine · can be viewed as a machin
1
e which is concerned · , I I 
\·pr:imarily with reli_ability as, it performs it~ .. computa~ ' I 
\t.io1:1s leisurely, over eons of spare time. -
Since 1936 when Turing ori~inated his ideas on com-
put·ing machines. many men have studied his notions !J Dur-
~ng the co~rse of.these studies various new and less com~ 
plex.1 definitions of Turing. machines have c.ome into being. '' 
Martin Davis gave. us a mathematical characterization of 
.. the class of objects called Turing machines. In Davis' 
,study he defined~ class of numerical functions which are / 
cofuputed by these Turing machines, which are called com-. 
putable functions. In this paper a formulation of how 
.. 
. 
Davis defines a Turing machine is given. Also, the kinds 
of functions that are computabl 1e and how one goes about 
·6alculating them is explained. 
:\ · The -- folmulation of Turing I s computing machines as 
given above suggests that these machines are composed. of 
_, 
;, ' internal states and symbols. Claude E. Shannon's re-
search dealt with the still unsolved problem of the ~ ' I 
l 
4 
,· 
'· 
'· 
·~. 
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1.·.· 
:I 
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~ ·1 ~ 
! ·, 
i 
i 
l 
-
-., 
' 
minimum posa,_~ible state-sy$bol product for a universal Tur-
.ing machin~·. He ar1rived at the conclusions that it is 
"' possible to exchange symbols for states and vice-versa 
without much change in the product. 
. 
' 
Along these lines, \'. 
... a Turing machine accor.ding tw> Turing's . original formula-
tion is shown to be equivalent to a machine with.only two 
• 
If the construction of the new machine 
rema-ins the same but the formulation is ·that of Davis in-, .-, ,. 
stead of Turing, it is shown t-hat the number of states . \ 
can- only be reduced to, four. Therefore it is -of great ' ,\ 
~niportance to consider whose definition of a Turing ma-
bhine one is us~ng.' Further, a Turing machine with only 1 ··".',..__ I 
·, ·li' two symbols is proven equivalent to a given Turing ma-
.,;.·,. 
"· 
,. 
. . I 
';· --. I 
t.· 
:, ' 
ch:ine . . . , 0 
A Turing machine-was regarded as a programmed com-I , 
puter- by Wang and Minsky. Marvin Minsky investigated the 
possibility of a non-wri_ting Turing machine, while Hao 
Wang viewed· the the6ry of Turing in a more economical way 
~ with regard to basLc operations. In doing this, Wang 
j, 
eliminated ·the use of erasing within a Turing machine. 
' All of these ideas just presented change the notions 0) 
-
. first set down by Turing. In all cases they simplify the 
,. 
I Turing computing machine to some degree. I~ is the pur-
. 
pose of this paper to expound the theories 
\ 
\ 
I 
_:,·· 
... ;• ,-
.. ~: 
5 
:r-
...:. 
/ ' 
bf these men 
\ 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
:\ 
• 
I 
.-
~ 
• 
and show how eac·h one .in turn is equivalent to the orig-I .· . 1 inal Turing concept. Martin Davis' notions are presented 
' 
' 
' 
first in this paper to give the re~der an over-all look \ :\:. at .~a Turing machine. ·His notions are used for this pur-
~-
.. 
·'1_.· 
.1. , 
. ·~ . 
I 
. pd~e because theu are simpler than~Turing's. The neces-, sity•of a direct· proof ~f equivalence between Davis- and Turing is eliminated since D~vis' concepts are incorpor-ated in several .of the ideas which are proven .equivalent ito Turing's in this paper. Finally, a formul·ation of a 
:,,,,: 
·\ 
luniversal Turing ·machine, which can be seen to be the ul-timate in equivalence, is given. 
I ' 
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! 111 t ,. 
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·S1ECTION 1.1 : COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT OF A TURIOO MACHINE 
In Martin Davis' study of Turing.machines, he theo-I 
rized a computing·machine that prints symbols on a linear 
tape. This tape is infinte in -both directions, and divid~ 
ed into an infinte sequence of boxes. Davis further as~ • 
sumed' that the· machine was capable of only a finite nurµ-"' • "> 
• 
. 
her of distinct internal states. The· machine ·can only 
. ''look at'' on ..e square at a time, and at any given moment 
· t.he future sta~te of the machine depends on the present " 
state ·together with ,the symbol that appears on the tape . 
. The next act that the machine can perform must be one of 
the following: 
1. · The .machi~ c·an stop. 
2. It can change the symbol . 
. \ 3. It can move to the right or left. 
Each of the three alternatives will be fo11·owed by a 
:, . change in the i internal state of the machine. ( " '• 
i 
1. • 
\ 
\ 
. 
. 
. Notation:· Intiernal states will be represented by q. 's; ·.~ the symbols_ the 111-achine can use by S. where i=l, 2,. ~~ '' i ' . '.• . J 1
1 
.. and j =O, 1; 2, ~ .\. · · • · Also an R will· mean ·movement of one \·square to the ]right, and La movement of one square to ' the left. Th~ symbols S0 and B will both represent a blank. 
1. 
:'.. 
. \ 
7 
-· 
., 
" 
I • 
\ 
. • 11: 
\ 
. t 
,, 
1 
i 
i 
\ 
.\ 
i 
'[ 
! t 
,. 
• 
"' 
A· formal difintion of a Turing machine will now be given, 
followed by a more intuitiv? approach to the concept . 
• 
Definition 1.11: A Turing machine is a finite(nonempty) 
. set of quadrJ..1ples (e.g., q.S.SkqL' q.S.R qL' q.S.L qL) . . 1. J 1. J 1. J . I ' , th~t Contains no two quadruples whose first two sy~bols . \ I 
are\ the same . I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
i ;As fhe defin:ltion states, a Turing machine ts in fact a i ! 
.. ,setl1 of quadruples. ! 
l 
The latter part of the definition 
a 
! 
- ~ 
; ·gua)rantees that no Turing machine will· ever be confront-, ! 1 
ed ~ith two different instructions at the same time. ! 
i ~ 
'I When .one thipks of a function it is rarely in the ! ; i 
~ter~s of the iformal ·definition, but, rathex the intuitive I i i ' 
~ppkoach," that it is a mapping from one place to another . . \ 
Sim~larly, it is more ·convenient to think of a Turing ma-
. i 
,chi~e as made u~ of functions rather than as a set of i ' 
' 
' qu~druples_. In the formulation of Turing machines as 
:quapruples, there would be two·functions: 
;. 
I 
1· 
I 
'· 
i 
I 
! 
J 
.. 
. " .. 
1. F: state x symbol--> action 
' i.e., the input is a sta·te and a symb·ol, the 
output is an action,_ which'"· could be a change 
of ~ymbol or a move of one square to the right 
or a move of one squ~re to the left on the tap~. 
., .. 
. ,.:. 
··-:, 
. 
q 
' ; 
" 
.. 
I 
i· 
I 
i 
i 
I 
' 
' 
• 
_.._ 
.. 
1 2. ~: state x symbol-> state 
i.e., the input is a state and a symbol,' the i 
\ output· is a change in the state. ·1 1 
1 In each operation cycle, the machine starts in some 
·state qi, reads the symbol S. written on tge square under J ,, I 
.\the rea.d-write head and ~ither prints a new symbol there "I ;pr moves to the left" or right [F(q.,S.)=SL i J or R or L] 
I 
\ I 
! 
' 
and ' [G(qi,Sj)=qk]. 
·then enters the new state 
When a symbol • printed the tape, the symbol 
1.S on 
~reviously pri~ted there is~erased~ Of course if one 1 'i 
doesn't want to change tqe symbol, the same s·ymbol that 
is read can be printed. It can be seen that because the 
, 
machine can move either right. or left on the tape, it is ppssible for.it to return to a previously printed loca-. 
tion and recover the information printed there. This ·- ·:'.-;-
gives the ma~ine the capac·aity to store arbitrari·ly large 
't-~ 
amounts of useful information . ' 1 I I 
It was stated that a Turing machine has an infin-• 
lite tape but as one examines the expression on the tape 
at any given instant it is always finite. This would 
seem tO be a contradiction; however, one can think of the . I , 
~ape as being finite with a capability of being extende~ I '; . 
-~, \ . by adding blank squares to the end of the tape as they I 
ctre needed. 
: I 
I 
\ . 
i, 
l ! 
'.: 1 
i 
• ,, I 
. I 
I 
I I: 
. I 
\. 9 
.. 'f 
., . 
,. 
.!? 
..... 
.~. 
,. .. 
. ., 
, 
r . 
, 
,. 
•. 
• i 
I 
i 
I 
\ 
I 
. I 
. I 
i 
I 
\ 
Now that a Turing machine has been defined, it is of 
\ .importance to describe just what can be computed and the i I • ! 
process of its computation. In order to do this, some 
new concepts must be introduced • 
., ' 
' ~ We will first consider, 
( the method of a Turing machine computation. 
Definition 1.12: An instantaneous description is an ex-
' pression that contains one q., neither R or L, and is . ~ i 
·such that qi is not the right..;most ~ymbol. 
In order to know the present state of a· Ttjring ma-
ch.ine; one .must know the expression on the tape, the in-
ternal state, and the square scanned. The instantaneous 
d~scr~ption represents a picture of that section of th~ 
t~e with ,which· the machine is dealing at a particular ' \ i 
time. The q. is the state of the machine and the symbol 1. 
/) 
w~ich is being scanned is written to the right of;q1. · 
I The s·ymbols to the rigl1t and left of the sca~ned symbol 
are also represented in the description. In;what follows 
these will be noted by P and·Q; that is, P and Qare 
i 
s:trings of symbols. Th4s, an instantaneous description· . • is an expression which symbolizes the ''complete present 
: st~te'' of a Turing machine. Each instantaneous descrip-
; 
tion can be reg~rded as an ab.stract substitute for 
, I . 
; 
,· 
' 
' 
: 
·, 
10 
• 
I . 
I 
> J ' ! 
.• 
. I 
' 
I 
i 
·[. 
'\ I 
'.~ 
I 
I 
\' 
I 
l 
I 
;\ 
/fl 
'" 
·, 
I ' l f' '· 
, 
I 
J 
'• 
~uccessive moments of time, I • 
{ 
i 
Suppose that Z is a Turing machine and that a and 
1 ~ a_re instantaneous descriptions. Then we must define 
t 
.the meaning of a->t, (i.e,, the meaning of one descrip-1 
' . I • . 
· tion go4tg to another), We will do this by giving five 
possible outcomes when given an instantaneous descrip-
1. p q. s. Q -> . p q s Q 
1. J . m n 
·where Z contains q.S.S q 
1 J nm 
..... ~- . p qiSjsk Q -> . p SjqnSkQ 
' 
l 
: 
' 
I 
: 3. j: 
,, 
;; 
:, . l 
:' : 
ii j 
I : 
I :. 
I • I :. : 4~ 
' I 
\. I e I !, 
I i I :· 
1' : 
. ! ) . 5. l : 
.. j : 
ii 
ij • 
. ~ I : 
where Z conta:fhs q.S.R q 
. .1. J n 
p q.S. 
1. J -> P S.q S J n o 
where Z contains q.S.R q 
1. -J . n 
P q sks :. Q 
n J 
where Z contains q.S.L q 
. 1. J n 
q.S.Q 
1. J -> 
"' . 
q S S.Q 
n o J 
. 
1 
I:· A 
I j 
1 
·I 
Turing machine will terminate if for a given in-
. I . pUt! 
and there is no quad~ple of Z that 
there is no defined output;. i.e., input is some q.S. 
. ·-- l. J 
has q.S. as its first 
l. J . . ti 
twq characters. A computation of a Turing machine Z is 
·I . 
it 'fact a finite sequence oj: instantaneous descriptions, 
i 
each obtained from the previous by. one of the five steps 
11 
,, 
'. 
;. 
I 
j 
I 
. {; 
..... 
-~· 
.I 
·, 
' i 
I 
I i 
I·. 
,) 
t 
' 
:defined abov·e, such that the last instantaneous descrip-i l 
t 
,\tion has no output defined for it by Z. If a 1a 2 ... a.P is lthe sequence and a is the description on which Z termin-!1 ·. p I • l . ftes, we will write ap=Res 2 (a.1) and we call ap the result .. i 
1 fnt o~ a 1 , with respect to z. 
I 
'· 
I ' • 
. \: -· · The notations which were just introduced show how \ ': ' r Turing machine performs symbolic computations. These I ' 
~oncepts will be easily understood by an example. I . 
I ' 
i ;1 
I. 
\ ' 
EXAMPLE I 
I 
1 
I l 
. I I" 
\
! \. 
-\· 
. !I \. 
r 
f l 
\ i I 
' I l 
I 
' Let Z consist of the following quadruples: 
q1S1R ql 
qlB S2q2 
q1S2R ql 
q2S2L q3 
q3B S2q3 
q3S1S2~3 
The stater of Z are q1 ,q2,q3 , and the alphabet 
s1,s2,B~ 
' 
I 
A computation of Z would be: 
S2ql S1B -> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
S2Slq1B 
8281q2S2 
8 2q3 8182· 
S2q3S2S2 
~-
I " I ' I ., 
1 · \ i 
I 
\ 
• 
..; 
" 
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I 
·--.-.. 
. \., 
.•· 
·.a; 
,, 
-:· 
a ... 
.. 
. I 
0 
• I 
.. 
i '. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Hence the effect of Z is to replace a blank with S 
and to place another s2 to the left . 
2 
r 
described but one still ne.eds a suitable 
-tvay to represent 
0 
" 
Il\lmerical data~ so that a Turing machine can perform nu-
iJJ m.erical computations. Along these lines two of the most 
The notation for symbolic computations has just been 
. ' i!llportant things to know are the forms of the input and 
1 'ttle machine-returned output. 
I The author has found !the no-• i: l 
1 
I 
l ,. 
1;. 
i' l 
! 
! 
' 
i 
ta!tion used by Martin Davis to be quite satisfactorty. 
For input i_t is: 
1. 
... . ! . 
Associate with each number n,ri:::1n+l. 
*·· 
For·example, 2=111. I 
·1 
! 
. :I 
·\\· .-1· 
·i 
·•[. 
lj; 
l 
I 
: 2 . • 
- - - - - -expression (n1,n2 , .•• nk)=n1Bn2B •.• nk. 
I 
For example, (2,0,l)=lllBlBll. 
Associate with•each k-tuple (n1 ,n2 , .•• nk) the 
~ : The output notation is: 
I t-
' If Mis any expression, then<~ is the number of 
j· . ! occurences of 1 in M. 
I . 
I , ·' 
' . 
I ; 
i • ;: 
I I 
I :' 
I i; 
I 1 i 1; 
l /· 'L I I, 
l IT, 
i s~imilar to 
The actual computations by the Turing machine are 
those described for symbolic computations. ,. 
\z)• s method of computation has been described, but what is . .. I " ' ·, 
" 
' ,. 
I ~ 
I 
•· 
! 
.. ;-
.. , 1 
., 
I , 
I 
1 
.~ i .• 
j ; 
; 
1 
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meant by a computable problem for a Turing machine is 
still in question. The following definitions will be con-
sidered in an answer to this problem. 
,, 
Definition 1.13: Let Z be a Turing machine. Then, for 
each n, we associate with Zan n-ary ~nction 
. t~(xl,xz,···xn) 
as follows. ; / / 
For each n-t1uple {m1,m2, .•. m0 ), we set a 1 ==q1 (m1 •.. mn). 
1. If there exists a computation of Z, a1 •.. ap, 
we set 
' t 
tin) (m1, m2, ... mn) =<ap>=<R~s2 (a1)>. 
2. If there exists no computation a 1 ... ap,(i.e~, 
Res 2 (a1) is undefined), we., leave 
t~~) (m1, m2 ,, ..• mn) undefined. 
We write ~ il) ' t 2 (x) for t 2 (x). 
Definition 1.14: An n-ary function f(x1 ... xn) is par-
t!ally comPutable if there exists a Turing machine Z such 
,, 
that 
(n) . f (xl ••• xn) =tz (xl .•. xn). 
·•. 
In this case we say that Z computes f. If in addition 
·<f{x1 ... xn) is a total function {domain is the set of all 
n-tuples), then it is calledcomputab;Le. 
14 ,l ' 
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Th~ use of what has just been described can best be seen 
from an· example. 
EXAMPLE .II 
Let f(x,y)=x+y. In order to show this is computable one 
must construct a Turing machine Z which computes f(x,y), 
that. is such that 
Take Z to be 
·1 
... 
. 
' 
2· 
tz(x,y)=x+y. 
qllBql 
qlBRq2 
qz1Rq2 
., 
q2BRq3 
q3lBq3 . 
Let a 1=q1 (m1,m2)=q1m1Bm2. 
Then-
, ml. m2 
a 1 =q,111 Bll 
.. 
->. 
-> 
-> 
-> 
. ~> 
--> 
m m 
q1Bl 1Bll 2 
· m m 
Bq21 
1Bll 2 
• • • • 
m m 
Bl 1q 2Bll 2 
m ·m 
Bl 1Bq311 2 
m m 
Bl 1Bq Bl 2 
. 3 
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SECTION 2.1 TURING'S FORMULIZATION AND EQUIVALENCE 
Whereas Davis was concerned with quadruples, • 1n 
Turing's original formulation computing machines were 
defined as quintuples (e.g., qiSjqkSLR). Turing's devel-
·,;;,. 1opment was compli~ated by the use of alternating squares 
:for the· final answer and the assumption of a starting 
point on a one way infinite tape. At any given time, the 
:: next operation of th~machine is determined by the cur-
rent state of the control element (device with a finite I 
:number of internal states), and the symbol that is being 
,read. The next action of the machine will be: 
print a symbol in the present square, and 
1. 
' 
' 
JI .:t\ 
. . 
,' 
' 2. change the internal state, and 
i 
3 • move to the right or left; 
or the machine may stop. 
• 
• 
• Similar to what was described in Section 1. 1, it l.S 
"' 
more conven4ent to think of Turing machine.s • terms of in .. 
functions rather1 than as a set of. quintuples. When we 
consider a Tµring machine as made up of quintuples, we 
peed three functions to describe the Turing machine: 
,. 
\ 
\ 
. 'l 
1. F: state x symbol--> symbol 
i.,• e., input is a state and symboi, the output 
is a symbo·l. 
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.. 2- · G: · 
state x symbol -> cm.ovement to right or left 
i.e., input is a state and symbol, t~e output 
is a movement one square to the right or one to 
- r 
the left. 
! ; 
3. H: state x symbdl -> state 
' 
i.e., input is a istate and symbol, the output is 
a new state. 
One can see that this iS somewhat different than 
the notations that Davis used; however, it can be shown i 
I 
. I that they yield the I 
' ! 
I ·. 
i 
l 
I 
i 
.f 
I 
same result. For· example, ~ 
q1Slq2S2R < 7 q1S1S2q2 .. q2SzR q2 
The intermediate step, q2 is needed to insure that 
no contradictory instructions are developed .. Also, an 
actual set of rules for translating the quadruples into 
quintuples would be neetled. 
~ 
. The equivalence of tWo Turing machines has been re-
ferred to previously but its meaning needs clarificati.on 
at this point. The--·application of this concept can be 
) 
somewhat complex since the ways in which two Turing ma-
chines are eq~ivalent are varied. 
To be equivalent, the input and output of two ma-
chines must correspond, but the instructions of each ma-
chine may differ .. This can be viewed as "the ends are 
I 
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similar but the means to reach these ends are different''. 
The intrinsic meaning of the word equivalent is ·that, in 
comparison, two objects amount to the same thing in mean-ing,_while, as applied here, retaining a significant dif-ference in appearancee In the paragraphs that follow, an 
outline of some of the different appli~ations of equi-
valence betwee! two Turing machines will be given. 
One of the simplest examples of equivalence used in 
•this paper is that of a given machine to a non-erasing 
Turing machinee The instructions of the non-erasin·g ma-
chine require the tape to be copied every time a symbol 
·must be changed. At the end of its operation all these 
copies plus the final· copy are on the tape. Since the 
given machine has the ability to erase it is not necessary 
to continually copy its tape as it moves from step to. 
step. In this machine only the final copy is on the tape. Therefore;-. the output of the two machines would be iden-
tical if could consider only the final itape 
one 
copy, .,. 
I • • all • • However,. they not be • 
ignoring prior copies. can 
, ignored, since they are inherent to the non-erasing Tur-
. ing machine. Therefore, the outputs of the two machines 
Are equiv~lent but not identical. 
In the previous example the input tapes of the two 
machines were identical. Consider now a given Turing· . 
[ 
' 
' 
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\4achine with~ doubly infinite tape. Construct a second j i I i \machine by folding this doubly infinte tape and mapping i \ ' I \t\he contents from the right and left sides of the fold L ~ t , ' : 1 
orito alternate squares. I ' I • The resulting tape is singly in-
I • I . 
: i 
! '. 
\fti.nite : ; 
I, I • 
; i 
_, l t 
I ! 
\ I 
10[ the l ~ j 
.' 
' j 
: ' 
lt~:tn. 
r I 
{ !, 
.• I 
. 
with the contents.from the right and left sides 
fold of the original tape in an alternating pat-
The instructions for the second machine include 
~~ose of the given machine and add?intermediate opera-: l i. ~~ . ~
ttons to skip the alternating squares. The output of the 
; I 
• I !_ i ~ . I 
i ~ g1.ven machine would be 0 in a continuous order, while_ that 
' I 
' ' ' I ~ I 
i ~ ' b{ the sec,ond machine would be spread over alternati~ $quares. The outputs would be different in appearance l 
but the same in meaning and therefore the machines are 
equivalent. ' . 
. 
r· • . 
I 
\. Up to this point the symbois of the two machines in 
comparison have been the same. However, identical sym-
bols.are not a criterion for equivalence. Any Turing ma-
.1, · chine, A, can be shown to be .. equivalent to a two symbol 
I· 
:· 
Turing machine,B. The input is made to correspond by 
' 
setting up a translation table for all symbols in A's 
:alphabet. Each sy.mbol in A's alphabet is assigned a 
dist~nct binary digit number, so that B will treat its 
tape as though its squares were grouped into blocks of • :: \length as long as the binary digit number. This same '  \ 
. ~ 
"I 
't q I, 
l' 1 l 
\ l 
1 l 
'' ) 1 l i 
H \; 
I' 
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translation table can be used to have the output of ma-chine_B·correspond to ~achine A. By using this table the oytput of ·B can ~e translated into the symbols of A. The ~ranslated output of Bis identical with the output of A, " showing the machines to be equivalent . 
..;. 
-Just as the number of symbols between -two machines did: -not have to be the same so, too, the number of states need not,be identical for two machines to be equivalent. 
• 
· In the q-µ:intuple formulation, a Turing machine A which has 'm stmbols and n internal states can be shown to be equi-valent to a machine B which has only two internal.states . . The ,initial tape of A is set up to correspond to that of 
• 
, Bi th~ough a translat·ion table. B is then so constructed 
! 
t~at '.for each operation of A there is a sequence of op-erations. This sequence contains not only the original operation as seen in A, but also instructions that deal with the new intermediate symbols which must be defined J.. in order :to carry the state information from one square to the next. These new iptertnediate symbols are neces-sary ·since machine Bis limited to only two states. From what has just been described, it can be seen that the addition of new symbols to reduce the number of states 
' 
in machine B increa·ses the number of operations the ma--1 chine must carry out. However, these symbols are only 
. . \ 
1. 
' \. 
=.i 
. \ 
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j intermediate, and n.ot seen in the output. · The oqtput 
fran B!s machine is made up of elementary symbols B1 ... Bm 
which correspond to A1 ... Am in A's alphabet. Although 
differing in the numbe~ of states, the inputs and out-J 
· puts of the two ma.chines correspond and the ref ore the two 
machines are equivalent. ~ 
The last and.most complex treatment of equivalenc~ 
i 
used in this paper is that of a given Turing machine to 
a non-writing machine. In all previous examples, numbers . 
or letters were used in the alphabet of the two machines ; 
b~ing compared. A non-writing machiµe contains neither: 
of these, having for its alphabet only blank boxes. Cor-
responding to a given Turing machine~s reading, writing, 
and moving, the-operations of the non-writing machine are 
determined by sequences of boxes. The non-writing machine 
,. has two semi-infinite tapes, one of which provides for in-
t'ermediate operations, where.as the given machine has only 
one semi-infinite tape for all operations. The inputs ·of 
the two 
formula 
machines are 
·k 2x - · 2 3 , where 
't 
then made to correspond through.the 
' k is the binary number written on 
,. the tape of th~ given machine, and xis the position of 
the box being viewed from a given .starting point ~n this 
, same· tape. · (In this example a two symbol given machine 
will be used for simplicity. A complete. proof of the 
22 
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I 
equivalence o·f a two symbol machine to ,any machine will 
· b~ven at a later point.) As the operations of the giv-
en machine are performed, ihe values of k and x change 
' a 
I 
accordingly. To xis added the number of boxes moved 
~rom its original position, and k is the ·binary number ) qurrently being viewed. When the given machine is at any 
· 
x±P one point,P, the non-writing machine will be 2k3 2 
boxes to the right of its end. The output of the given 
machine is a binary number plus the position at which the 
• operation wae terminated, while the output of the non-
writing machine is the 
cording .. to the formula 
corresponding·number of boxes ac-x 2k32. The alphabets of these two 
o~tputs are dif~erent but their meaning is the same and, therefore, these two machines are equi.valent. 
, When comparing two Turing· machines they can b·e shown to be equivalent.if. the inputs and outputs are. made to ·-, -
correspond through a translation ~able, such that the 
same table is used for both the input and the output. 
~he corresponding alphabets of the two machines need not \_be. the same in orper to construct suc_h a table. ' r 
I 
r 
. 
I 
' 
r 
The point of this secti.,on was to ·show. that the 
.. 
~oncept of equivalence is not _a simple one. This con-
.~ept was stated here in the ~ope that the reader will be 
I 
i 
I_ 
. : 
able to extract its essence before he has to fully J 
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utilize it. From what was stated above, the number of in-
'I ternB:,1 states, the number of symbols,. th·e length of the 
tape, and the possibility of writing Qr erasing all seem 
1 to have no'bearing on whether two Turing machines are I 
\equivalent, 
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SECTION 2. 2 TURING MACHINE WITH TWO INTERNAL STATES (QUINTUPLE FORMULATION) 
l The possibility ot a un~versal machine, the ultimate . ' 1 
~n equiralence, was first conceived by Turing. A univer-
sal machine would act like any Turing machine when sup-, 
plied with a description of that machine. The descrip-
\ tion would be placed on the tape. of the universal machine i Ii i• 
I 
: in a certain code along with the starting sequence bf I i 
' \·.that particular machine~ The universality of a Turing ! 
' . 
; qiachine is manifested by its ability to perform any com-: I 
. 
' 
: : putation which could be performed by any given Turing ma-\\: . 
~chine. This, .of course, would depend on, the number of 
! 
I , 
. 1 
,, 
., 
" 
. 
;symbols and states the universal machine had at its dis-~ . 
:posal, and also on the descriptions which the universal 
A startling discovery was demonstrated by Claude E. 
~[Sh~nnon in his study. of universal machines. He showed ; ! 
\that· any Turing machine is equivalent to a Turing machine ~ 
wi~h only two internal -statei; .· i~ e,t-, a-,. upiver&al: Turing ~ I -
machine can be constructed using one tape and having only 
two internal states.· 
' 
' ' 
i '. 
! 
' . Suppose we are given a Turing machine A which has m 
' l . 
' .. 
i 
J 
~y1mbols in its alphabet and n internal states. 
' ' { 
' . 
' I 
' 
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We want 
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I 
I 
~o ~ construct a Turing machine B which has two internal i, ' 
states in the quintuple formulation, and is equivalent to 
i 
II 
A I • 
I 
In order to do this, the alphabet of B must increas.e ..,. i : . 
~ 
~ince the change of state which occurs during the opera-
ti'.on of B must b~ carried from one square on the tape to 
t 
\the next by the symbols of B, whereas in A we can actua_lly ' I ; 
change the state and;then move to the next square. 
f 
The 
' i 
I ,major .concern in the construction of B is keeping track 
' 
· :of: the state information. ·, 
\ 
' 
~ 
-Let ·the symbols of A be A1 ... Am and the states be l . 
q1i q2 _, •• o qn. We will have elementary symbols in B which 
will correspond to A1 ... Am. Let these be denoted by 
B1 ... Bm. Further, let us define 4mn new symbols corres-I 
po111ding to state symb_ol pairs of machine A. ! 
Some notation will be useful here to represent these I 
new symbols. 
Notation: Define .the new symbols of Bas: 
! 
! 
' L 
!: 
.i 
t 
-. ' 
\ 
•!' 
i :.·<ci.. 
,\ 
I! . 
T 
' 1 
I 
t 
' l 
~ 
' I 
B. . 1.,J,x,y where i=l ... m(symbols) 
\ 
j=l ..• n(states) 
x=t(whether the square is -sendin-g or receiving) 
R( y=L· tell whether the movement is to the right.or left). 
Machine B will have two states called a and~. 
.... 
·, 
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\~stated above, keeping track of the state information is a major problem. When the reading head moves, the 
state information must be transferred to the next square \. of the tapeg Suppose the next state of machine A is 
state 5. In order to transfer this in· machine B, we must 
''bo~nce'' the· reading head back and forth between the old 
and new square five time·s. At the end of this process , r the·symbol that was previously printed·is retained along ' 
with the 1 new statee This process also returns the old ' 
squci1~e back to .o·ne of t.he elemen·tary symbols that should be printed in ~hat .square when the operation is completeu . . 
. \ The purpose and a,full explanation of the "bouncing" pro-
.. 
"" cedure will be given i·n EXAMPLE III and what immediately follows that exampleo. 
The two states, a and t3, are used in the ''bounc·ing'' process to keep track of whether the old square is to.the 
tight (a) or left(~) of the new oneo Also, they signify 
when.the operation is complete. The state ~.will be .car-
~ 
ried to the new square until the end of the proces_s when , 
an a is carried overQ This signifies the end of the oper-
ation in which case the new cell now becomes the transmit-
ter and controls the next step of the calculationo 
The operations which have been descr:ibed thus far 
do .. not depend on the operat~)ion table for machine A. The, 
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'l operat:Lon which is about to be described is derived from 
1 J he model machine. Suppqse A has the operation formula 
qjAiqL~-~ . 
1'hen B will have 
• 
B ~. Bl · R R 
a i,j,-,x a f,1,+, 1 L · 
I • ample of the operation of· machine A and the corresponding I 1 · 
I . 
! 
To best see how this system works, we wilL.loOk at .an. ex-
series of operations of m,chine B. 
i 
•• 
I 
' 
' 
I 
i 
I: EXAMPLE III. I 
- l 
' I 
\ 
i 
_. The opera ti.on formulJ for machine A: 
q7A3q4A8R 
(machine A is·reading symbol A3 in state q 7 and will 
print the symbol A8, po into state q4 and move one i I 
square to the right).i 
The coiresponding opei;rations for machine B: 
\aB _ ~B 4 R '. 3,7, ,x 8, ,+,R 
(machine Bis reading symbol B in state a and 
· 3, 7,-,x 
~ will print· B8 4 + R' go into~ and move to the right). 
' ' ' 
,; 
.[ 
:; I 
:i 
i 
~13; then B13 will be ( 
~quare of machine B. 
I, 
1 Suppose the square on the right of machine A contains 
contained in the corresponding 
' ! The transfer of state information 
' 
' 
' 
' . 
~y the "bouncing" process :ts illustrated by Table 1, l 
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whiich was first Put forth by iShannon [4]. This table shows 
how! the state information. of ithe original machine can be 
' : 
pre~erved as the machine ~ove~ along its tape, by A two-
; • I < 
squ~re shuffling back and \for~he 
1 
Table 11°' 
\ l 
I 
S.YMBOL IN LEFT SQUARE 
B 
I sT~TE SYMBOL IN RIGHT CELL 
! . 
I I . 
I 
t· 
I 
i ·1~ 
I I 
. I 
; f 
. I 
: • i 
I I 
l l 
! 
1 i 
! ' 
I 
I ' 
i 
I A 
! I-' ---,..,,,....,__~~-----
i B 
i . ----~-~--· -~-(~·-----~~- 13 
· 3,7,-,x ) 
-
~------~r· i ~ a- . · ' B · I 
~, 4, +, R __ ------~~~--)~-_·--h-i, -~-_ -..:..-... ~-- -:---·. _ .,...__ ~~~------
!' 
-i- ~ _ B l i~-~~:~·(t,·~-:~- 13,1,-,L 
a 
I-B I 
8, 3 , +, R -------=--------~)-k __ t3~~------
B 
I (t, ~----'(~--- B 13 , 2, - , L 
I 
~-----~z------Bl3,3,-,L 
a 
8,1,+,R __ ;,-~------\~-----(equivalently 7 a.--~~--~--~~-
B ) B 
8 13,4,-,L 
' 
From these operations it can be seen that machine B 
models the behavior of machine A. The purpose of the 
~'bouncing" procedui::e is to transfer the state to the new 
r. 
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while remembering fhe a~mbol which was printed I 
I 
symbol in the old square must be. , 
.. -.i!q;are 
4-. ' "i 
t:h\ere _before. · Aiso the i ' I 
just printed aid it must be in a form which can 
• ' .i l I r 
t\h1\~.·· symbol ! I I . I ! I I b[e printed when . I the machime is through (i. "e·C!, elementary : I ·1 f ' 
s~µibo.ls ~ .) 
I I 
I \ \ ! In the above example~ the machine A read~ the symbol I . I I I ; I • 
I ._A~\ 1n state q 7 and then p1ints A8 , changes the state to to I I 
I ' \ ' I q4i, moves. to the right whfre it finds the syJnbol A13 . • I Cbirrespondingly, 
I i Breads the symbol B3 7 ~ . in state a, i , , , X . i 
then,_ at the end ! ' of the f'~ouncing" process, BS,l,+,R is 
printed in this squareo . . I It then ·moves to the square: .to· 
t~e right where it finds , 13 printed and through the 
• ! i 
~'1;,puncing'' ·process it knows that the~ internal ·st:.-ate i.s,: ·q4. \ : 
. ! . ~ '.DtAGRAM 1 will give a picture description of the tape of ~ : i 1 ".\ i \ .' I. mitchi,ne A at the beginning ,and the end of the operation ~ jili~t \described; similarly, for machine B. i I I I 
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DIAGRAM 1 
TAPE OF MACHINE A: 1J 
INPUT I 
State q_7 
OUTPUT 
. , I A8 l Al3 
State 
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TAPE OF MAtHINE B: 
----------~ -,---.----INPUT B 3, 7, -,4 
------------- ·- - . 
- . -- . -
-- ----- . .. -~-OUT PUT J __ Ba, i,+, R . I B13, 4, -, L I ... __,. _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
 _
equivale:nt to 
_________ B_8 ______ ---'l_-._------~13_, 4, - , ~ I 
Limiting mach~ine B to only two states ne?c-e-s·sita·ted: .,... i 
th¢ addition of new intermediate symbolso 1 I i 
' ' 
These· $:ymbbl:s 
• 
w~~le increasing the number of operations were not seen j l ' itl \either the inpqt or output tapes. ,_ : The translation I , ~ ·-i -:- l 
tab.le for the equivalence of these two machines is made 
l ' j I 
.\ 
j i t I i ·; 
up :(of elementary symbols A1 .. fl Am which corre.s_pond to ' ' ; ' 
Bl·\ .. Bm .. Therefore, the number of states of: two: Turing '. t " , [ 
ma~hines need not be equal in. order for th~m t:Q be equi-
v11ent. In fact, every Turing mac·hine made up o·f·'. quin-
tuples is equivalent to a Tu:rin:g machine with ·0"9ly _two 
int\ernal states O However., it_ will become cle.a.r from the 
nex,t section that the way in which a Turing machine 1, \ \· . fep\resented can effect the- way the number of internal . ! ' I 
'1 
i I . 
I 
r , 
~ 
states ~an be reduced; e.g., here a Turing machine was l ·~on~idered as a .set of quintuples. I ' i 
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2.3 TURING MACHINE WITH FOUR INTERNAL STATES 
. (QUADRUPLE FORMULATION) 
In the: previous section we considered. 'B; :Tur:·irtg ma-t ine as a set of quintuples and showed that: a'·ny Turing 
equivalent to. a Turing machine with only two 
. 
ternal states .. Suppose we consider a Turing machine as 
'a set of quadruples. Can the number of internal states 
· 'b reduced to two?' The purpose of this. Section is to I I 
- l 
1
' sHow that in thi-s case the number of interna·l ·st:a.te·s 
~ 1 c n only be reduced to four, at least if we try to .f.ol-:, I t · I 
: lalw
1 
the same cons truc;tion as in the previous sect:ion. j r! . !' l 
! 
·suppose we are given a Turing machine A wb.ic.h; has i ! ! ~ 
'' I [ lsymb:ols in its alphabet and n internal states. The ! I '' ~ 
' 
.. \-: ; · do'nstr 1.,uction of the Turing machine B will be.: similar to \ ' . i i 
,: t:hat of the previous section; i. e. , the s;·ymbols B. . . . . :, 
.· 1,-.J .. ~ x,:y-· t\h~ bouncing process, and the states a,~ will be esse.nti.-
1 
ally the· same. However, two more states will be neede .. (:l 
as .intermediates as shown -in the following example . 
. \ EXAMPLE IV 
I I ·. 
I Consider the operation formula for :n1achine A which ) 
was given in EXAMPLE III; 
• 
. ,· 
.. l 32 
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I, r . 
\'.",. The"'~ corresponding operations when A is a s:.et o·f I 
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q~adruples would be 
q7A3A8q4' 
q4,AgRq4 
where q4 , is an intermediate state~ Suppose q4 , did 
not_ exist and the sta~·ements were 
q·7A3A8q4 
q4AgRq4 . 
If this were the case, there is'. a. :pOSS.:i.,lJil:Lty .t_:hat . 
the Turing machine A could have~ two: stat.ements which 
., have the same first two characterso Th~s wo~ld mean 
that the machine would-be confronted with two dif-
ferent instructions at the same time. However, this 
is not allowed by the definition of ''Turing machine''. 
Since A is a universal machine and hence can simulate 
any Turing machine, the mere possibility that. A : 
could be confronted with two different instruc·t·i-ons·-
a t the same time is enough to say that q4 , rriµ.st· ex-
tsto Thus, the corresponding operations elf: A are 
'the first ones statedo 
Similarly, the corresponding operations for ma-
chine B when we are considering Turing machines as 
quadruples would be 
···33 ·. ·. ' •. -~·. ' 
"'· 
\ 
aB B ~' 3, 7,-,x 8,4,+,R 
t='> I B 8' 4' +' RRt='> • 
This shows the need for a new intermediate state~·. 
,. Let us. now consider a~other operation from the table i in EXAMPLE III: 
~B ~B L 13,1,~,L 13,2,-,L • The corresponding operations when Bis made up of quad-
ruples are: 
~B B 
----a' , 13, 1, - , L 13, 21 - , L 
. 
\ 
I 
\ . 
' 
This shows the need for a new intermediat·e state a'. 
Heµce, the states of Bin this context are a,~ (which are 
,the same as in Section 2.2),an~ the intermediate steps 
i a',~'. Thus,. when one wants to reduce the number of 
states it is important to consider the definition bf 
,., 
' 
i 
' 'Turing machine'' one is using" 
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SECTION 2. 4 · ·TURil'K; MACHINE WITH ONE INTERNAL STATE 
. ' 
.,,.. The construction of a Turing machine with just two 
· internal states has been described above. The minimum 
number of states and symbols has been a prime ·subject_ I 
~n the study 4f Turing machines. The smallest state-l 1 ! 
~ymbol 
\ 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I productl that a universal Turing machine 6an have . \ 
is still an utjsolved problem. Along these lines, one. i I 
. 6ould ask ·if ~t would be possible to· const~uct:;;. a unf.ver-
s.al Turing machine which uses one· tape and has only one 
stateo The of this section • to this. 
purpose l.S answer 
• • questiono 
I\ 
·Consider Turing machine z which • of the de-
a 
l.S 
i sired kind. The irrational number j2 is computable andt 
therefore Z should be able to calculate ito The j2 !,, 
will be ''computed'' by the machine printing the succes -
sive di .. g'its of the answer to the right of a special sym- · 
b.ol 11. This· meaning of ''computable'' is different from ' 
that· of Davis (Section 1.1) who says that a function I i 
, I . 
. isi computable if, after a finite number of operations, 
the machine would arrive at an answer. The concept of 
computability used here i·s not limited by either · time 
or steps. 
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EXAMPLE V \ . 
I 
' \ 
· Suppose Turing machine Z is computing J2 . For 
convenience, assume that all the ~omputing is done I 
r 
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on the tape to the left of a special symbol#. 
• 
~. 
As each digit of the answer is reached, Z mov·e·s ~.o 
the right and prints the digit, then moves back 
t·o the left and continues computing. This will :con, .... 
tinue infinitely since J2 is an irrational num~· 
" ber. A di§lgram will show what the tape of Z :looks 
like in successive stages: 
DIAGRAM 2 
TAPE 00F Z: 
,: 
. ~ 
-
... - - .... 
. . -
-
r ... ," tfa B B B 4t-com utin art of ta e g p p r p I 
t 
i 
i 
\ 
\ 
! 
.. 1fa 1 .B B 
I ~ 
I 
· I I l tF l 1 t • I B I 
l I I l l I I 1fa ~ 1 4 • 
I I I 1fa l 1 I • I 4 l 1 I 
Suppose the tape·of Z has a finite initial 
36 
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description configuration printed ·on it. Irrational· 
numbers are not periodic after a finite point. If we 
can show that a finite number of squares have·the same 
symbol or all but a finite number of squares change in-1! 
f definitely, we will have shown that J2 can not be cal-
' 
I 
t· 
' 
. 
culated by Z. But, if Z exists, it should be able to 
c~mpute J2; thus, Z can not exist and there doesn't 
exist a universal Turing machine with one int·ernal 
state. 
. We may assume that the·tape of Z is infinite in 
both directions; i.e., infinite to the right and left ~ of the initial configuration. As soon as tha first ( 
', 
' 
t ' .. ·1· f 
,·l, · 
\: 
'I· 
"t 
r 
i 
.f 
:,. 
~ 
\ 
movement to the left or right of th.is configuration ta.kes 
place, there are three choices of action: 
.; 
1. 
'1 
I 
I· 
~: 
~. . 
' \'' 
r 
1. 
2. 
The machine.stays in the first square to the 
left or right of the configuration, in which 
case the tape is constant (blank) except on 
a finite segment. 
The machine continues to move· to the right, 
' 
• in 
. ) which case the\left part of the tape ·is never 
3. 
i 
entered. \ 
\ 
i 
The machine corltinues to move to the left, • in J which case the right part of the tape is never 
entered. 
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1 From t_his description it can be seen that a doubly in-1 ;'. I ' 
\ 
I l ,_ 
. finite tape has no advantages over a singly infinite 
~ 
-i tape. We can assume that the initial configuration is. 
: ,, ' 
' . ! 
J. I 
\ ·. i printed on the left-~ost part of the tape and the tape= 
• only infinite to the right of this configuration. 
I l.S 
;, '. 
!. I 
Suppose the Turing machine starts at the left-I 
'· I 
,most part of the initial confi·guration to compute /2 
• 
:After computing for a while, the reading head might 1 
i 1 emerge from the initial configuration part of the tape. I : ! ; I • 
1 \!. _If this happens, the machine's instructions must trans-.1 1 i 
. , I 
I 
' 
I . 
~ : ! : 
I \fer the1reading head back to the last, part of the con-i 
\figuration which was read; otherwise the machine would ; \ 
\continue to ~ove to the right endlessly. Continuing in i I \this manner, the number o~ times the reading head is I I i 
\ \transferred is·called the\reflection number of the /2 . I It- will be denoted by S=l~2 •.. oo. 
I 
Now let us start with the reading head at the first 
square of the blank part of the t~pe. The machine will 
compute for a time and perhaps the reading head will i 
~e transferred out of the original blank part of the 
tape into the initial config-µration. When th-is happens, 
-
' 
the reading head is transferred back to the first square 
of the now s·omewhat processed blank tape. Continuing 
this process, the number of times the reading head is 
.. ,. 
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l. 
l 
-transferred back to the first square is called the re-
flection number of the machine and is denoted by 
,· 
R=l, 2 . .. :oo • 
We will now consider three cases covering all pos-
tl 
sibilities of things which could happen. This will 
' i 
prove that a one state universal Turing machine does 
,, 
not exist. 
. CASE 1. R>S 
In this case, the reading head after a finite 
. time will be trapped in the part of the tape that 
originally contained the initial configuration. 
Thus, only~ finite amount of the blank tape will 
have changed and the machine will not have cal-
.culated :J2 . 
' CASE 2. R=S == : oo 
.\ 
I 
1 I 
I 
!: 
-I 
i\ 
I 
I 
i 
In this :case, the reading head returns iridefiniteJy 
i 
tot~ .nitial configuration part of the tape. 
i 
The tri~s into the original blank part of the tape 
will ei~her be bounded or not. If they are b~nded, 
I 
I 
we are in Case 1. Assume they are unbounded; then 
all but a finite segment of tape will be operated 
on for an unlimited number of times. However, there 
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is only one state and a finite alphabet. Therefore 
a symbol in a square which is operated on an un-
limited number of times is either a constant or 
changes an infinite number of times. In the first 
condition, all the blanks of the tape would be con-
stant and J2 couldn't be computed. When the sym-
bols in the squares are changed an infinite number 
of times, the blank tape is .continually changing 
and therefore the machine isn't computing any-
thing. 
In this case. the reading head will, after a time, 
stay in that part of the tape which was origin~lJy 
blank. It can be shown that the symbols in the or-
iginal blank part of the tape become constant. Ei-
ther the reading head moves to the right out of 
the first blank square into the second blank square 
at least R times, or not. If not, the reading head, 
r 
after a finite time, is trapped in what was the 
first blank square. In this condition all but a 
.finite amount of the tape remains constant. If th·e 
r~ading head does move out of the original blank } 
squares R times it will not return to this square 
40 
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since R is the reflection number. The second or-
! iginal blank square will eventually register the • ':° ., 
.l ! •. 
.i 
·! 
' 
:1 
l . 
l 
l 
j 
=j 
.] 
·+ 
' ...... 
: same constant symbol since the result in this square l 
,i 
., 
' ! 
·i 
i ' 
' ) I 
; 
will be that rendered by the machine operating on 
a blank square R times, which is the same as in the 
first square. Thus the symbols in the original 
blank part of the tape are constant and /2 can 
not be computed. 
·.! 
\ 
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SECTION 3. 1 TURING MACHINE WITH ONLY TWO 1
1
SYMBOLS 
. 
I In our previous definitions of ''Turitig machine'', l 
we put no restr·iction on the number of symbols which 
cquld occur in the alphabet, except that it be finite • . 
Just as the number of states can be reduced so, too-, can I 
the number of symbols. In this section we will reduce 
the number of :symbols to two and show this ma.chine is 
equivalent to any given Turing machin·e. 
Suppose ~hat a Turing machine T uses K different 
..• 
symbols, where\ the number K~has L binary digits. Irt. orde.r 
to show the equivalence of T and a two symbol Turing ma'~ 
9hine, one could replct.ce the ~syrp.bols. of T· by., biriary,. l 
riumbers; that is, assign to each symbol of Ta distinc-1 
tive L-binary-digit n~mber. After doing this_, a new ma-
chin~ T* ·is designed which, in effect, will treat its 
tape·as though its s~ares were grouped in blocks of 
length L. An L-digit representation of a s'ymbol of the_( t, 
machine is w~itten on each one of thes 1e blocks. For 
each state of the bld machine T, we will give T* a col·-
lection of states. If the machine T* starts at the left 
of a symbol block, then when it has reached the right end 
of that block, the state it has reached will tell exactly 
what symbol. from T's alphabet was represented there. When 
l . 
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a terminal state for each block has been reached, a chain 
of left-moving states which write in reverse order the 
bi~ary digits of the representation for the symbol which 
I 
\ 
. T ~ould have written there, are processed. After the bi-\ 
' :nary digits o.~ the symbol for T's alphabet have peen writ-
. fen on T*!s tape, the tape will be moved L squares to d ~ 
. the rig.ht to be positioned at the next block of binary 
digi,ts 8 , This is equivalent to mov:i..:ng one square to ·t·he 
right on T's tape. 
, A formal construction of machine T* was given by· 
internal states. Correspbnding to the:qi's of T, we de-
each of .these S~. we de-1. 
.. ...:~ ;fine S 1 .,-s 2 ... Sn states ,in-\ T*. For 
fine two states SiO 
re.ads the symbol O, . ' 
and 
it 
8 il. 
moves 
If T* 
to the 
• • st.ate s.i an.d J.:S in 
right -·. and g:oe:s into 
the SiO state. In a similar manner; if T* is in state Si 
and reads a 1, it will move to the right and go into si1 . It can be seen that after reading the first symbol of a 
binary sequence, these two states ~emember what that sym-pol was!} We continue in the construction of states (i .. e., 
for siO there are two states: SiOO and si01; for s 11 
1there are SilO 
i, L \tal .of (2 -l)n \ .: 
. 
' . 
! '1 
! -· 
,: 
s. 
~, 1., X;, X z, ... X ~ ' p i~ I 
., 
;; 
!i 
., 
. 
. and s111) for L~l states, giving us a to-
states. Denote these states by 
i=l,2, ... n; xj=O,l; p=O,l,L-1 
" 
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.\ \ Suppose p(L-1; then, when the maPhitle is in one of these I , ! 
·' ~tat~s it wi~l read O or 1, move to the right and th~ 0 
··or 1\appeans as a further index of the state. (For example~ I if the machine is iTh S. 0 0 1 and reads a :.1, it will move. 1, ' ' to the right and the ~tate will be·.c·ome S. 0 0 1 . 1 .) If t 1, , , , pr=L-1, then it is reading the. :1a~t- binary symbol- i·n: the: .... 
, group of length L. 
' I . 
The rules of operation of T* will. d:epend on·: the rules 
·of machine T. In order toi consider the rules of'l ,operation \ i .. 
I of T* two new states which corres·pond to writing· must be 
defined: 
, R. 1,x1,xz,· .. x 
.. p 
and L. 
. .. . i,x1 ,x2 ... xp 
·Now ·consider the process that writes the binary seq_u·ei1ce 
corres·ponding to the new symbol of ma.ch·ine T. Thi·s wil1: .. 
best be shown by an example. 
EXAMPLE VI 
. Consider the symbols t, t 2 of machine T and the ctrr··-. 
.. 
responding bin~ry ~equ~nces x 1 ,x2 ... xL-l'xL' 
{S y1 ... yL-l'YL of machine T*. Suppose that ma.chine ·T 
is reading tin state q., and prints C,' 1 t 2 , g.oe·s ·to ! 
state q;, and moves to the right. J The corr-~sp:dnding 
operation of T* would be: 
•'. .,, 44 
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, 
reading!xL' go into state R. 
, pript·yL' J 'yl., Y2·· ... YL-1 
and move to the left. 
In any of the states R. (or 1.,y1,Y2· 0 ·Ys 
' 
Li,y
1
,y~i .. ·Ys with s<L) machine T* writes YP' moving 
. I to the !~ft.and changes to ,state R. . 1i 1
'- y l' ·Y-2. ·• ... ·y_·s-~·l 
' . 
-:- .. 
. . (or L. ). 1., Y1, Yz· ·. Ys-1 
.. ., , For the case p=l, the writi-n:g .o·f :y-1 completes the writing operation of the birta~y sequence. The 
riemaining steps are concerned wi·t.h 111ovii1g: :·t:he read-
ing head L steps to the right (in R, :s:ta:.te): or L 
steps to the left-, (in L state). This, is· cl.one by 
•means of a set U. and V. (i=l,2 ... n,·_. -p·-=-1.,._2 .•... L~1)·-. ip 1.p .·.. . . . .. ' 
:In state Rix' the machine, writes x<1-; rnove.s. to the 
·J 
! . 
;.\, right, and goes into state ui1 . :in each of the U 1 \ 
1·,1 
.,·, states, it continues to the right, printing nothing ! . 
it 
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and going into the next higher indexed U state until 
the last orie is reached. Thus, u1 p produces motion 
to the right and increase of state,Uis+l(s<L-1). 
Finally, after motion to the right, U leads to S., 
1. completing the cycle. Similarlt, L .. leads to mo-1.x1. tion·to the left and state V ... 
1.1. 
;_·1'·' ~ 
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The initial tape for T* consists of binary sequences 
~orresponding to the symbols of machine T. Using this re-i lationship to set up a transla-tion table, the input and \ I . , : I 
-; 
:j 
! 
.qutput of machine T can be shown to correspond to th.at. _of I 
'll'*. If machine T starts on a particular symbol., ma.chine 
\ 
T* will start on the left-most binary symbol of the cor-
responding group~ 
will start in S .• 1 
valent to T. ·
1 
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Also, if T starts in state q., T* 1. Thus it has been se·en that T* is e:q_t.ti-
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SECTION 4.1 TURING MACHINE WITH A ONE-WAY INFINITE TAPE I 
l f~ In the design of a Turing machine :it is: .not necessary : I 
:\to incorporate a doubly infinite tape. In disproving the l \ . \existence of a ?ne state universal Turing machine, the t 
\ k 
notion of a singly infinite tape was introduced. A. 
doubly infinite tape machine has no advantage or disad-
,vantage over a machine with a singly infinite tape, ex-
cept for poss~bly a .smaller state-symbol product. The 
I 
i 
I 
. I 
:1 \ 
' I 
I 
I 
i ;:outline of two such considerations will. ·f.ollow. 
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Suppose machine A has m symbols,,. n internal states, \~nd its tape is infinite iri.both directions. Machine B \ ; ' . 
, 
: will be constructed so that its tape i·s i.nfinite in only 
I 
,!one direction. Essentially, what will be done .is the tape 
~., of A will be folded in half, a special symbol 'placed at 
'the half-way point, and the iniormation from the ~oubly infinite tape will be mapped into the single tape by 
using alternate squares for each h~lf. A diagram will be 
'helpful for visualizing this. 
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DIAGRAM 3 
DOUBLY INFINITE TAPE OF A: 
,,__ 
1 
t.poiii.t of fold 
., 
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SINGLY INFINITE TAPE OF B: 
[4Fj 4 \ 3 I 5 I. l6l1 \1! 
:·.'~-~ 
.. -· . ,· ...,....., -----
The symbol 1fa is printed at the point where ·the tape 
. ( \· I I - • 
I• 
i 
'i, I of A ts foldedo This marks the left-most pa.rt: of the 
i 
'i 
.; 
. . 
'· . 
,. 
·. I I 
i 
I 
( ', 
~. i 
' j 
. I 
tape of B, which can not be passed when mov:i·rtg, in the 
A leftward direction. 
In order that B be made equiva2ent to A, the number 
of states will have to be triple: (3n). For each state of 
R A an intermediate state_ (q) to skip the alternate square 
:to the right will be needed. Similarly, an intermediate 
state to skip the alternate square to the left (qL) is 
also necessary. 
r " l i EXAMPLE VI I J : 
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Sup~ose some operations of A are: 
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I I 
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I lThe 
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• 
corresponding operations:·in. B wherer Sis aµy ~ 
\symbol in the alphabet except# would be: 
" I 
\ 
qlBlql 
R ql lRql 
q~Rq2 
• 
II 
.\ ' -1 \ 
t . ! \ r 
I 
.... 
.. 
·1. 
' ft:· 
• 
,) 
C 
.\ 
\ 
' 
·., 
I 
:.\ ·. 
Similarly, 
qlBlql 
L qllLql 
L q1SLq2 
• Thus, what A could do in one state, B would; 
need three states to complete. This increase of 
states will conbinue as Bis defined. 
:1· ' .. 
: i 
J It has been stated that the symb.ol -ff: cannot be passed· 
·' wheri moving in a leftw·ard direction. J,ust what happens 
' 
\ : . \when -this square is entered depends tipo.n the last square 1in ~hich the machine was located. This will be·st be 
~een ·. by using DIAGRAM 3 and EXAMPLE VIII . 
. : I , 
' ; \ 
I 
I 
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1 EXAMPLE VIII 
Consider the following operations of Tirring. machin-.e. 
B, where S is any sytnhol in B's alphabe.t: t tl· I . ' 
I 
I 
I . 
·1 1 \ 
, , I 
l l .~ 
~ !'. \ 
. ' I . i ; i 
, I: I 
-'. ;' t 
; • I. 
: ; I. 
' ! ':' \, 
. i I 
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... f 
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q14Lq2 
R q 24foRq 2 
:~· 
• 
q~Rq3 
,ii. 
" 
q33 ... 
:~ 
L q53Lq6 
•· 
l 
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q6SLq6 
R q 6tfoRq 7 
R R q7SRq7 
·R 
tj 72 .•. 
•• Again, B needs three s-tates' to 'Gomplete an- op-
eration which would ta~e only one in the A machine. 
Thus the .. spetial .. symbol tfo needs intermediate aper-.·, 
ations to send the reading head of machine B to the 
right square . 
·, 
I Hence, machine B will imitate the 6peration o:f ma~ 
chine A. Except for the new symbol 1fo ·in the B m~chifi~·:, 
the two machines .will read the same symbol.s- in· ,the same I 
sta·tes and their actions will be the same. T·he thing i 
which·will bhange is the addition of an intermediate state: 
each time there is a movement to the left or right in 
machine B . 
• i 
:\ Machine A is clearly equivalent to B since the con.-! 
sf~uction was· such that the statements of A were not 
'I· changed significantly. Only intermediate statements to 
~kip each alternate square were added. A simple trans1a·-
tion table could exist allowing for the folding of the 
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~1jlput tape of A to ·obtain the input tape of B. The infor-1 I 1 I 
e b..tion on the input tape of A would then exist on the al-
~ t 
' i 
t~~nate squares of the input tape o.f B. Similarly, the ~ j 
. 0"4-tput tape of B would be cons idere·d to contain o.n i·t·s. 
alternate squares the information of the output tape of 4,.., Thus, a trans lat ion table for equival. ence: between the ! : ,: r . 
: 1c\4o machines could be formula·te<da l i ( : . \ j l 1 , i : \ ': l · The relationship between t.he st.ate.-symbol product 0£ j 1 i ' ii i . \tviio equivaltnt Turing machine.s is known to be almost a 
.. co\nstantll This would lead one to believe that if one can \sJow that a doubly infinite tape is equivalent to a 
I 
l I t 
, singly i.nfinite tape, by increasing th.e states t_he:r.e 
should also be a construction of B whi.ch w.ould increase I !, 
'\th~ number of symbols. This turns out to be true, and ·an 
;' 
! 
i, 
' 
outline of this construction will follow. 
,, Assume A is the same as in the previous :outline: , . ' I 
the tape is folded in half and a special symbol printed at . 
~he site of the fold. The information from the doubly in-
~in-ite tape wil·l n~ow be--.mapped ··onto. ttie singly: inftnite, ·. , 
tape by u·sing one~ square to represent two symbols. This 
I \ I 
' 
: ' 
~an be done by defining a new set of 
is the symbol from the right part of 
symbols Bi, j 
the tape and 
·whe·re• i 
•· . J 1.8 
t.heisymbol from the left part of the tape. By do'ing this, 
; 
\'. 
[ 
dn~ symbol of the B machine wil-1, in fact, repres·ent two 
l 
' ' I I 
! 
I· ! J 
. ~ ' . 
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symbols from the doubly infinite tape. 
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DIAGRAM 4 
DOUBLY INFINITE TAPE OF A: 
-r-- 1 ---i-- 2 -1 ·· . 3 I 4 I t t \ 5 
I Lpoint of fold· 
6 I 
."\ I 
SINGLY INFINITE TAPE OF B: 
" 1 B43 1 B5; 1· B61 r · · '-------~I ---"-·. : . . . I 
. \ '---, :-:-:-
\ 
· Again, 4fo marks the left-most part of the tape. The 
symbol B43 represents that a 4 was printed to the right ' ; 
of the point of fold, and~ 3 to the left of the fold. 
'Since B43 is not the same as B34, there will be m2 new 
symbols in the B machine. It will be shown in the next 
example that when there is an increase in the number of 
: symbols, the number of states must also be increased. 
; 
;\ 
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EXAMPLE IX 
. ' I 
' ', 
· : Suppose A has the following operations: 
l t 
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qi33'q1 
q13 'Rql 
q144'q1 
ql 4 '.lq3. 
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'Corresponding operations for B would be: 
:. :c 
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I 
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w}iere 
i 
r 
t 
qlt}Rql 
q1B43B4,3,ql 
q1B4131Rq1' 
ql I SLq3 
S is any symbol in B's alphabe:t. 
'-. 
i The number of states would double stnce an inter-! 
me~iate state is needed each time there ij a ~ovement. 1 I l 
j I 2 
, I .. ·.· . 
I ' 
I · Thhs, in this construction, there would b~ m symbols I ! 
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and 2n states. Turing machine B can be seen to be equi-
valent to machine A when a translation table, designat-
ing a correspondence between one symbol of A, to two sym-
j 
:bolS of B, is used. 
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SECTION 5. 1 NON-WRITING TURING MACHINE-
The Turing machine up to this poirtt'has been con-
sidered as a f6rmal system. It can also be viewed as a 
programmed computer, its_ program bei.ng a seqtlence of in.-
structions, each of which spec·ifies an operation to be 
performed and\the next instruction to be executed. 
Consider a Turing machine T' and let T be an equi-
valent Turing ,machine with only :thr·e.e: $ymbols, one of 
lwhich is a special symbol to mark the left-most part of 
the tape. Recall that formally a: Turing machine is a set 
\ I 
of quintuples (q.S.;qkSLd). ' 1 J Usi.ng these quintuples one 
can represent -each state qi by a sequence of five in-
structions which will be called a subroutine: 
·• t· 
I 
I 
1. R - Read the symbol O· go to Wio· 
-qi 
' 
- Read the symbol 1· go to Wil. 
-
' a 2 .• W. = Write 8iO 
• the current in square; iO · go to 
R~ ,. 
·o 
3. Mio= Move in the direction di0 ; go to 
4. wi1= Write Sil in the current square; go .,to 
' 5. Mi1 =·Move in the direction dil; go to Rqil. 
M. o· 1 . 
Mil. 
. ' i 
l ,. 
t 
i 
Suppose we are given a\Turing machine T as described 
,above. We will show that T ·is equivalent to a non-writ-I 
' 
:ing Turing machine T*, which ·has two tape.s. All the tapes 
r 
.. \ 
. J . 
·, lie 
l• 
·, 
\ 
,. 
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w:ill be assumed to be infinite in one direction. For 
1
every. instruction of T's program, ·there is a correspond-ing set of instructions in T*'s program. At any given 
time, the state of T wi.11 be given by the content of its tape, location of its reading head, and the internal 
1 state as designated by the index of its next instruction. \ < 
I 
In order to represent T as a two-tape non-writing 
'machine, T*d, we must consider how the tape of T and the lo-
cation of the reading head are represented in T*. All the tapes under consideration will have a special symbol print-
ed on the left-most square. In the case of T, entering " • I. this square means a halting condition, while in T* enter~ 
.ing this square on either tape affects the choice of the 
• i 
• next instruction. • d 
' i 
At 1any given time, the tape of Twill contain a finite amount of written data, whic~ can_be represented 
1 by an integer k'. whose binary expansion k is the con-t \ [. tent of the T tape. The content of the current square x 
' t 
' I
•· .\ is always equal to the xth digit of the binary expansion 
.. \ 
1 'of k'. · At the beginning of each instructio11 of T, the i I I ' I \ fi tape \ I . 
\· will be 
\ 
will be at the end, and the T{ tape's reading head k 2X 2 3 squares to the right of the end. As 'the 
operations of Tare performed, the values of k and x ., 
·1·· 1. . ' 
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c]tiange accordingly; i.e., the execution of Rq ·, W . . , I 
i 1 J ' Ml .. requires T* to manipulate the position of the head +J· 
on Tt. How these instructions affect: ·T*- c&n be seen from th~ following: 
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Move instructions--movement of the T tape to 
the right is the same as changing x to x+l 
(which is the same as movin_g the Tt head k zX 2 3 · squares to the right :of the end :t·o k zx+l 2 3 squares from the .end). 11. is moved 
t.o the right so that the number of 3 's is 
doubled. This is accomplished by dividing the 
· length of Tf by 3, and then m1.1:ltiplying the 
length by 5 repeatedly;_ µntil the length is no 
longer divisible by 3. Then th·e 5 terms ·irt the 
factorization of the length of· Tf are conver-
d · ·9 32- F h 1 f d te into = terms. or t.e ·e twar movement, 
X is similar (e.g., 2k3Z to 
I 
tne operation 
x-1 2k32 ). 
Write instructions--if the xth d~git of k is 
0 and·we want to print a 1, this is the same 
X as adding 2x to k. ~is will change 2k3 2 to k+2X 2X th 2 3 . If the x digit of k-is a 1, and 
we want a O, the process is ~eversed and 
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. k 2X k-2X 2X 2 3 goes to 2 3 
• 
Reading 
th the X 
instructions ------_in o.rde,r to d-e··termine if , . . ' . ' . ' . . 
digit of k is- a O or· L, we: take re-
peated sub.tractions of =2.~ :f.:ro.m k, unti-1 k is 
exhaustede If the numbe:r. O.-f: ·SU:bt:ractions is 
. 
• 
even, x was O; if odd, x wa.s 1. Before carry-'< 
ing out this operation, a· .c:opy· of k is made so · 
that when t·he operations ar.e finished, th.e 
T-tape is restored. 
One can combine these inS't.,_r:1.J/Ct'ion,s: -b·y- using two 
routines: 
., ! ) . 
' !1 
\', 
' i· 
I 
' 
' 
le Mu~ltiply the length 'o'.f Tf b·y M-. Tb.is i_s done 
by moving the T1 tctpe M squa·re:s to the right 
for each motion of Tf to t_he left and then 
;transferring the multiplied ta:pe length back. 
to Tt. 
Divide the length of Tf b·y ·s:. ·r.f· the length 
is not divisible, restate the original length. 
to form a program for T*'..which is equivalent to a pro-t gram for T. A formal development of these programs 
1:; 
) 
ij 
\was given by Marvin Minsky [6]. However, for our pur-:1 ' i ,' '· ~ . 
:poses it is enough to illustrate that a non-writing 
Turing machine could exist and to derive an intuitive 
.~ .. 
"J .• ·\ 
I 
.i: 
i 
i 
·1 
I 
\ 
l 
picture of how this would come ab.·out ~ I I 
I 
\ · The basic concept in the dev'e.l:o,prn.e:nt o.f a ·non.-J \ ' 
writing machine is to represent t·_h:e i-ns.tructions of the T 
! 
I 
~achine by the distance that T* moves· along the Tt tape. , I I I ]hat is to say that the number :of· ,_squ:ar:es that T* moves 
for each instruction will in -fact,· be re.lated to what the I . 
. 
T machine is reading, writing, and'. where it is moving. 
-Suppose that the machine T ;is :s··tart:ed- ·in state q. at the 
·1 xth square on its tape. Suppose, a,-l·sqr that the machine I 
I 
I T~~ is started 
th 
at instruction Rq. with ].ts tape Tf at its 1 .,k :2X 2 3 . 
', 
if T. 
square and its taje T! at its end square. Then, 
ultimately halts on its yth sq~are with the binary 
, number N on it·s tape, T* will ultimately halt with tape . th 
.' y T[ at its zN3Z square. 
t . 
\ The inpqts of the two machines: are mad·e to correspond 
I 
th,:: .r.: ough t.:hei._ formula 2k3 2x. \ The output of the given ma-, 
¢hine is a binary number k and the position x at which the 
operation was terminated. The output of the non-writing 
i 
' machine i·s the corre~pondtng number of boxes according ' 
2k3 2x. A hranslation table can be set I .·. . . • . . . . 
i • 
I 
to the fo::rmu]a 
i 
' up to match the written symbols· ·of the given machine with 
the sequences\ of boxes 
' 
to··be equivalent. 
1,'\ 
·I 
I 
l 
' I 
' I : I 
: i 
! I I I 
\! 
\ I 
:!:I 
Ti 
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.i 
i 
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! 
! 
of·.\ th.e Ti* machine, showing them 
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·\ SECTION 5. 2 
~ .!i 
• 1. 
NON-ERASING TURING MACHINE 
t \, or 
. !, . . 
We have just illustrated that the ability to write, 
lack of it, does not e~fect the equivalence of two 
... 
machines~ In fact, a·Turing ma~hine need not have the 
ability of writing or o.f erasing9 T·he, existence of a 
non-erasing machine was first i.l;lustr:ated by Hao Wang, \ 
who developed ·a theory closel.y·: ';(·elated. to Turing I s but 
more economical with basic ope.rationsQ Wang's basic ma~ 
; 
"'* 
.. 
chine employe"d only four t'ype'S. d:f- :i:nstruction: shift 
left one space, shift right: on~ s.·p.ace, mark a blank 
space, and conditional tran.s .. f:er·.9. ;As a result of using 
tli.is formulation, it became ea.sie.r· ·t:'<:l ·p:rove tllat. certain 
I 
. i I fhnctions wefe not computable and ther.efore a machine to 1,_ 
C. I . c\F1lculate them didn v t exist ct Wang found t:hat calcula-\ ·.! I, \ I 
t~ons which can be performed with the help ·of erasing ! ! . \ ~ 
·c~n be done without erasing. Thi$,. of cours~i does not \ ' 
m~an everything which can be a~~ with erasing can be done 
without it. Inde@d, there are· many things which we can 
do 
1
when erasing is permitted, b:\it which we cannot do 
' I 
: otherwj_seo For example:, if w~ pe.rmit erasing, the in-\ 
. j . 
• 
1 structions of a Turing mach-i-p~ c:oulq i:nsure t:hat after an 
answer has been arrived at, everything else i.s erased 
leaving only the answer on the tape~ This, o.f course, 
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: \could rlot be .possible in ge.ner·a:l if era .. s.ing were not al-i I ' . \ . I 
1 ~owed: e.g., if the answer is. shorter th.an the.question. 
. i 
,1 
! 
I 
erasing was dispensa~le in the Wang develqpment only in 
~l;ie sense that all functions which a.r·e computflb .. le w.ith ·1 I 
• Jrasing are also computable w·it:hoµt .e·ra:sip_g-:,.. pr·ov:ided we d:efine ''computable functi·onv' as Wan.g d.id-: 
A function f(x) of positive integer~ is said to be computable .if, and only if, we can find a pro-:gram such that when xis represented on the tape·and when the machine is scanning the representation, the program leads the machine to print more marks on the tapeg When the machine has performed all the instructions of the program, the right-most portion of the printed part o:f the tape represents · the value of f (x), provided f·(~) is defined for the given argument x. [SJ 
· The rea.der may recall that i'n :se·ction. 1.1 in Martin 
Davis' development of num~r·ic.a.l computations, the input 
, is · represented in terms o:f: on·es: e.g. , 2:·~lll .. In this 
. 
. 
· nqtation a simple add.ition of 2+0 could n_.ot ·be done 
without erasing since we would need t~ eras~ the extra 
I • I 
. 
I ~ 1 's!. Hence if we use Davis' not·a .. tion ·a;.11. :functions 
.---... 
which are computable with er~s .. ing are n .. ot n·.·ec,es·s·_airi·ly 
j \. ' 
I 
' 
cd~putable without ite ,\ i 
. ! 
I I 
'· 
Each time a change was require,d W~ng dispensed with 
the erasing operation by re-copy~ng, with changes, all \ t~ ! 
tlh.e essential data at some di:stanc·e along the tape. His 
i 
t ! 
. 
c<pn~truction, however, was ·ra·t:h-er complicated, and for 
: ~ 
u:,;, 
. : ·~ ~. 
' ' : I 
f 
I 
1 
\ I ; ' 
1 
> 
·.6' ... o·: 
'•. ,' 
r 
' 
. i ~ 
., 
I 
.i 
. 1 
I . . 
, . I I , 
! 
l 
·(, 
I 
this reason will not be treated here·.. An intuitive ap-
proach, however, will be outlined in what follows. $ Consider a Turing. machine T which has an input tape 
\ tf I r I N I ~~-_  I_u ____ ( _T ___ I 4._1 ___ I_ti_1 ---+-1-
where 4fo marks the left-most square: ·of_ t:he: .c!µrrent pro-
' gram for T, and 4fo4fo marks the .ri:g.h·_t ... rn.ost.: square. As the 
program progresses and a challge· .o_f s·yrnbol is needed, the "' 
whole section of the tape • copi:~9- to the left of ffa. is 
The procedure • followed unti-1 :the· • reached 
1.S square 1S 
· that must be changed and, in this ·case, the new symbol 
is printed in the appropriate· ··s:qua.re to t.he left of 4fa. 
After the . entire section h·a:s b.eert c:o.p--i·e:d, a· -s·pecial sym-·: L 
.. 
bol 11' is ·printed to the left-mo.st p~):"t:... So, if the I I 
· in INPUT was to be changed to. aQ O, .t:h~- tape, after the 
copy, would look like: 
-, =- ' tf' \ o \ ~r~ r~ r~ \ tf \ I \ N' J P { U \ T \ 11.J_t! ' 
I fi '. 
h 
,
1
• Aft~t each copy, the program would go to the new symbol 
I i 
l 
' \ 
' I 
• printed and continue to processo A simil~r procedure as 
' 
described ·above would be followed until cf.11 changes were 
made .. 
I 
I 
i. \ 
·1 I 
·, 
I I 
·I I · t 
' ' 
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The inputs of the machine T a:ri,d a given erasing 
, Turing machine wo~d be identical. A translation table . . . . .. 
could be constructed such that only that part 0£ the 
:output which exists between two specified symbols would 
be consideredg In both cases this area would contain the 
.- . . ., . . ' ' . 
same answer, rendering these two· machines eqgivalent. 
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SECTION 6 o 1 UNIVERSAL TURING MACHINE 
"-: 
l I i 
',j 
Frequently through this pape.:r: the no.ti.on:- :of· ·a 
universa_l Turing machine has b.een· mentioned. In S:ec-
tion 2. 1 a brief descrip.t:.io.n o:·f the concept of a univer-
sal machine was giveno .S·in·c·e thi·s .is an important con-
cept it is the author's intent· to delve into this sub-
ject in more detail in this section. 
n I 
'·i· 
It 
\. 
'I 
ii ' ,, 
ii 
:.I 
.... 
Turing was the first t:o show the -·p·o .. ss:ibility of 
defining a conputing machine which is, universal in the 
sense that any computation whatever· can be performed. 
He showed that it is possible to .d·es:i..gn g universal ma-
chine which will be able to act lilte: .an_y particular 
; Turing machine when supplied wit·h .a d.es.cription of that 
I 
I ! machine. The description ~is pl~ced on the tape of the 
·. \' l. \ 
universal machine in accorclan.ce with a certain code, 
as is also the starting sequence of the pa,rti·cular ma-
chine. The universal machine th:en imitate_:S ·th·e oper-
ation of .. the particular m9-chine •. 
We will first clarify what is me..an·t by the descrip-
• . I ti.on of a Turing machine, Z. Let us con:s·ider a Turing 
machine Z which has an alphabet of s0 , s.1 ,:s 2 ; internal 
. state
1
s of q 1 ,q2 ,q3 ; and is defined a·s: :follows: 
i· 
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q1S2q1S2R 
ql 8 1 q2SOR 
q2S1q2S1R 
q2S0q3SOR 
I· 
. 
q3S1q3SOL 
' 
0 
~ithoht loss of generality, the ta~~ of Z is assumed 
to be'. infinte in one direction (Section 4.1). We get 
a complete description of the machine Zif we write 
these quintuples as: 
-
Now replace qi(i=l,2,3) by the letter D followed by the 
letter A repeated i times; a.nd Sj(j=Q,i,2) by D followed 
by C repeated j~times. This, tiew description of the ma-
. chine which cons is ts of: t:he :s.y.rn:bl)ls A, C, D, L, R, ; , will 
· be called the standard d·e.-.s·c·r.ipt:ion.(S. D.). This stand-
. ard description will determin:e :tJ1e structure of the ma-
.. 
1. chine uniquely. The Turing m·a:ch:in_e Z 'w.ill have the 
·. standard description 
DADCCDADCCR; DADCDAADR; DAADC.D.MJ)CR; DAADDAAADR; 
DAAADCDAAADL 
• 
It was stated that the starting sequence of Z must i 
lje place!d on the tape of the unive:r:sal machine U. By 
t\his is meant th-at the input tape of· .z: 'is~ trans lated 
I ., i .: 
. ! 
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_ \;\ into the same s:·ymbols as the stand.ard 'description. The 
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. :I 
J input. tape of Z cons is ts of symbo.1$ .f:r·om Z 's alphabet . n. 
' ,, 
' 
\\ 
'.i For convenience we will study an e:qµ:ivalen~ input tape 
' ' 
of Z, which will be made up of ·b~d~red pairs. These 
pairs will consist of a state a·s its first coordinate 
and a symbol as its se.cond coord:in.·ate. Throughout this 
l 
I 
~ection they. will be called instantaneous descriptit5ns. 
:\The.reader· should be warned that these ,are not instant-
aneous descriptions in the S::ens:e ·of 1S.ection 1. 1. 
DIAGRAM 5 
- A SECTION OF THE INPUT TAPE OF Z: 
•1\ .r:_ I, . ' l 
I ·\ :I l 5 2 rs-;_-i-~1 _I~o I 5_3:_JS1 I 51 I I . 
1· 
.,' 
A SECTION OF THE INPUT TAPE OF Z \WITH INSTANTANEOUS DESCRIPTIONS: 
q:1 S2 ql sl q2 sl q2 so q3 sl 
A SECTION OF THE OUTPUT OF Z: 
A SECTION OF THE OUTPUT OF Z WITH INSTANTANEOUS DESCRIPTIONS: 
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INPUT TAPE OF U: 
""' 
................ _____ S. D. ---. ___ __.1' 
INPUT TAPE OF U WITH INSTANTANEOUS D;ESCRIPTIONS: 
-c S. D~ 
1· 
The universal Turing machine ;ca·n b.e etJnsidered to 
· be,an interpretero It is g:ive·n at) iI1pu~ tape consist-
ing of the set o~ quintuples'. which. describe the given 
.~a'chine and that ·mac.hine•s :input tape, both translated 
I 
.. 
into its own symbolso Then it will read the input 
tape ·and determine what action is tp b:e taken accord-
ing to the standard descriptiq11 it ··1$· givep_o This ac-}ion will include 'p~inting .a. new .inst.antaneous de-
scription in place of the o·ne j·u:s·t re:ad ··and moving to 
t~e right or lefte When consider.in_g: t:he. printing ac-
tion, the1 fact that the instantaneous descriptions 
are of varying lengths must be c·onsidered-. To avoid 
printing beyond the instantaneous description that is 
hieing read, the ~tape of U will be set up iri such~- form \. . \ a·,s to account for the maximum number of: ~-q:ua:res which \: 
l·· 
' . 
' ' 
. t ~ 
' . 
one instantaneous description .can :occupy. In the case 
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instantaneous description is $even(q3s2 
DAAADCC). When translating. the: tape of: 
is equivalent to 
U ·tt> allow for 
l, this maximum, if the instan-:t·:aneous des,c·ription has less r \ f . 
l than seven symbols the remaining squ.are-$ are left blank. 
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DIAGRAM 6 
Now consider the a,ctu-a.:L ope .. r·atio.n o.:f: the univerf al 
Turing machine!) Turing. ·ma:chi_p~ .Z and Diagram 6 will be 
used in what follows.. :suppo.se U sta:rt:s· its operation 
by looking at the firs;t letter afte-17 4ft-•. 
~-
$ h k'· f that symbol ·so t at it can keep ·t·ra.c .. o· 
I 
I 
It will change 
those symbols 
i't has already read. Fo:t'. exatn·p1e., i.f lT reads D, it will 
print nv in its plac:e. Then ~t moves to the left un-J til it~reaches 4fo4fo, backspacing ·one: square to 'the right. ' 
,'t. i 
. ; ·! 
:\ I 
';\ . 
. 1 
·I 
I 
\ I 
'' 
' 
if the· symbol printed the.:r.e is the same as the one just 'Ii I 
S read. to the right of. 4ft, it will pr:i.nt the co.rr·e·sponding 
symbol to mark the placeo It th~rt moves to the right 
until it reaches the squ'.a·re to.. the right of D'. Again 
it will read a symbol, A, print A', and. p:"roceed to the 
lJeft until. it_.reache.s ,.D '- •. U then movEfS .. one square to 
', i • 
~1 
I 
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\' the right and if at1 A is re·c:1-d-, :it --w .. il·I. print A'. Sim-
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I 
ilar to what was d:¢~_cr·ibe-ci abov·~,, it will move to the 
ri.ght and continue to. c-o.mp··al."e l.ette:r:s .. until it comes 
to the erid of an in·s;tat1tane.o ..us: a··e·s¢ripti:9p. The uni-
v.ersal machine will. dete-rmine t-ha·t i·t· :is the end of the 
'instantaneous a·e.s::.cr·iption when, ci.fter reading two D I s . 
. followed b_y A'_~: and .C'S:, :it ·re .. ads· another D. If all the 
-,lette,rs match, the itrstruct:i:on ·whi_c:h is described in the \: 'standard description is ·carri~d: .outo .\ Diagram 7 will· 
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give a pictorial descr:ipt:i-on. of· ·what was just stated. 
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DIAGRAM 7 
.. 
\ 4f '4fa \ D I A ID I c I c I D I A I D I c I c l R I ; ]. • • 0 • ~ 
.. 
~read head 
. . . ... ·• ... .. .. . 
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When the descriptions. rrta·tch,. the instruction is 
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e.ar·ried out. In this case DADCC is .. P:tinted and U 
~aves to the right until it comes to a new1ns~ant-
·, aneous description :ap:d begins running back and forth 
checking the symbols one by ,one againo 
OUTPUT OF WHAT WAS DESCR.IBE·D: 
. U{1rfn \A{nfcl c\ I 
c;ead head 
Following the p,1::oc.e .. Ss ,de'S·tfribe:d 'i.tl Diagram 7, U 
continues to read 'theJ.ta .. p ... e... :£:·t ·w-ill now read a D, 
print a D 1 , move t·O the l~ft t.tn;til .it :reaches tfotfo, read 
a D and print a D'. T·his :proc:e·s·.s goes ,on until the tape 
looks like: 
·J.t now reads a blank to the -right of tfa but when it com-1 ' 
pares it to the symbol·· prin:ted to the: right of tfotfa it i ! 
reads a C. Therefore, these d~s~riptions don't match 
up. The machine U will then, ch·ange the symbols marked 
back to the original symbols, and try to match D A D c ____ _ 
~ith the next part of the standard description; that 
is, the symbols printed after the first; . In this 
1
' case they will match and the instruction is: ca-rried out. 
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If, however,\ they still didn't.- rnatcli:,. U ·would continue i. 
t. to go through the matching pro.ces-s urtti.1 it found the i .. . 
·: corresponding part of the stan:darc;.1. description .. This t \ , · is what the tape of U now looks like: 
• 
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·t 
1:..read head 
The universal Turing machine U will continue to 
read the trans lated · in~t of Z a-n·d p.erform the opera·-
tions that the standard descriptiot1 c.a.·11s for. At the 
end of the computing just: desc·'l"ibed, t·he tape of U will 
look like: 
s. D .ltfrwhl¢1 I ~ I \ \WI I likJMnl I ~111 
This is equivalent to: 
. s . D .lt1\ D I A ID I C \ C ID I A I A ID I DI A I A I DI CI D IA I A I A ID I D IA I A \A I D I 
which is also equivaleht to the output of Z translated: 
· From what has been described it can be seen that i 
· Turing's · id\ea of a universal machine, which can com-: i 
pute anything which another ma.chine can compute, is a 
,· sound oneC> If U is supplied w.ith: a standard description 
apd the input of a particular -:ilia-chin··e, :j_.t will be able 
to imitate its operation. 
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Michael G. Parfett, son of Mr. and Mrs~George 
Parfett, was born in New York City, New York on Decem-
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I orial Academy High School in New York City. I I 
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rolled in Fairleigh Dickinson University at Madison, New 
.!Jersey
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from which he was graduated Cum Laude in 1969. 
~ile at Fairleigh Dickinson he was elected to membership 
in the Phi Omega Epsilon Honorary Fraternity. Since 
S~ptember 1969, he had been attending Lehigh University 
where he held a research assistantship in the Lehigh Com-
puting Center . 
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